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Abstract
The semantic web is an extension of the current web that provides a standard
structure for data representation and reasoning, allowing content to be read-
able for both humans and machines in a form known as ontological knowledge
bases. The goal of the Semantic Web is to be used in large-scale technolo-
gies or systems such as search engines, healthcare systems, and social media
platforms. Some challenges may deter further progress in the development of
the Semantic Web and the associated web mining processes. In this review
paper, an overview of Semantic Web mining will examine and analyze chal-
lenges with data integration, dynamic knowledge-based methods, efficiencies,
and data mining algorithms regarding ontological approaches. Then, a review
of recent solutions to these challenges such as clustering, classification, associ-
ation rule mining, and ontological building aides that overcome the challenges
will be discussed and analyzed.
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1 Introduction
This literature review is a Bachelor thesis in computer science that focuses
on reviewing literature to unveil challenges and solutions within the field of
Semantic Web mining with an emphasis on ontology-based approaches. The
World Wide Web we know today has most of the web content that are designed
just for human understanding but not for machines. When investigating the
development of the web, traditional approaches have been deemed insufficient.
Web 1.0, spanning from 1995 to 2000, was characterized by a static structure
primarily focused on document sharing. During this era, the web was limited
to the dissemination of information without significant user interaction or dy-
namic content [1]. Web 2.0 (2000-2010) enabled user-generated content and
data sharing, seen in platforms like YouTube, Facebook, and Wikipedia [1]. In
the current web the results of searching a keyword can result in an extremely
large set of listed results. The increase of web content puts more technical chal-
lenges on search engines to decide which results are more relevant or valuable
to the user. Instead of human interference on the selection of results, there is
an increasing need to automate the decision making process.

Compared to the traditional approaches to web development, Semantic Web
is an alternative solution for decision making that was officially defined in 2010
and is currently in development [1]. Tim Berners-Lee, the creator of the World
Wide Web, initially proposed the concept of the Semantic Web or Web 3.0.
This revolutionary idea aimed to enhance the existing web by assigning precise
definitions to information, thereby enhancing communication and compatibil-
ity between machines and humans [2].

The Semantic Web renders documents to a machine-readable format by
adding semantics [3]. This means that a transformation from a document-based
web to data-based web is established. However, the change has been limited
due to web pages containing different forms of unformatted text or data.

1.1 Background
The semantic web represents an enhanced iteration of the present-day web, en-
abling improved data representation and reasoning through a more advanced
structure. The data is stored using ontologies, which enable inference power
over the stored data [4]. To better understand what ontologies are, imagine
there exists a large collection of different kinds of beans, such as kidney, pinto,
and garbanzo. The goal with these beans is to organize it in a way that makes
it easy to find specific beans and determine how different beans are related to
one another. One such way to accomplish this is to generate a set of rules for
how the beans should be labeled and categorized. There could be categories
such as kidney or pinto and within those categories there could be more cat-
egorization levels which organize the beans by color, size, or other features.
The rule for organizing the beans is like an ontology. It provides a way to
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structure the information in a logical way to make it easy for the data miners
to find and analyze specific pieces of data. Akin to how the semantic web does
it, ontologies are used to structure and organize online data. We can better
grasp the connections between various bits of information by using ontologies,
allowing conclusions to be drawn based on that understanding. When attempt-
ing to aggregate or evaluate vast amounts of data, this can be extremely useful.
Web 2.0, which constitutes the existing web, primarily serves purposes such as
data searching, merging, and extraction. The efficacy and challenges linked to
these tasks hinge upon how the knowledge structure is stored and represented
[4]. Numerous knowledge representation schemes and languages have been
developed to encompass a wide range of knowledge domains, facilitating their
utilization within the Semantic Web.

As shown in Figure 1.1, the architecture of Semantic Web can be divided
into seven layers: 1) URI; 2) XML, NS, XML schema; 3) RDF and RDF
schema; 4) Ontology vocabulary; 5) Logic; 6) Proof; and 7) Trust. Further
information about the keywords can be found in the appendix Table A.

Figure 1.1: The Semantic Web layer architecture [5]

Semantic Web mining is the result of combining two fields: data mining
and the Semantic Web. The main concept underlying this mining approach is
to enhance the outcomes of Web Mining through the utilization of the novel
semantic structures found within the Web. Advances in Web mining can also
help build the Semantic Web. The process of using data mining tools to exam-
ine and glean useful insights from the content, architecture, and usage patterns
of web resources is known as web mining [6]. However, there are new chal-
lenges in the jump from data mining to Semantic Web mining due to issues
such as the complexity and nature of the semantic data.
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1.2 Related Work
In this review, several authors were examined who conducted comprehensive
surveys on the Semantic Web within the domain of Data Mining and Knowl-
edge Discovery. Additionally, an overview of Semantic Web approaches across
diverse platforms within the knowledge discovery process was explored. There
is a knowledge gap for identifying the specific hurdles and obstacles in apply-
ing these techniques to web mining, even though earlier research has offered
thorough assessments of Semantic Web approaches in the disciplines of Data
Mining and Knowledge Discovery. A critique of semantic web mining by Ya-
sodha [7] outlines the potential for using approaches to extract significant pat-
terns from web activity. The researcher notes a technical problem with seman-
tic web personalization, in which they must extract hierarchical relationships
from web activity, turn them into ontologies, and then infer personal knowl-
edge of ontologies. This creates a knowledge gap about how these ontologies
might be used to classify and extract unstructured web data.

In contrast, UmaRani and Sridevi [8] present a general overview of how
ontology features could be used to classify unstructured web data and provide
specific use cases for ontologies employed in different web mining techniques.
This emphasizes the promise of ontologies to tackle the problem of categoriz-
ing unstructured online data, but there is still a lack of knowledge about how
to get past challenges like algorithmic flaws, complicated semantic data struc-
tures, and overlapped description logic.

In tandem, Quboa and Saraee [5] conducted a comprehensive survey on
Semantic Web mining, referencing UmaRani and Sridevi’s work to identify the
challenges in applying Semantic Web mining techniques to web mining. Yet,
the survey only presented generic solutions for these challenges, indicating an
area for further research for current solutions.

While prior research has shown the possibility of using Semantic Web tech-
niques for web mining, there is still a knowledge gap about the precise difficul-
ties and barriers that must be overcome. By identifying and resolving specific
barriers to using Semantic Web approaches for web mining, this lit review in-
tends to close this gap.

1.3 Problem formulation
Numerous surveys and reviews have been conducted on Semantic Web min-
ing practices, revealing that researchers faced similar challenges but utilized
varying solutions to tackle them. However, the volume of semantic data has
significantly increased as a result of the accessibility of numerous Semantic
Web-based ontologies, which give data domain-specific context and semantic
tags. [9]. The field of data mining is rapidly evolving, moving from mining
tentative data with less background information to utilizing the vast knowledge
stored in domain ontologies. The methods employed for semantic data min-
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ing, based on ontologies, aim to incorporate formal ontologies into the mining
process. This paper reviews core concepts of the Semantic Web and aims to
answer a couple key research questions:

RQ1: What are recent challenges in Semantic Web mining with
regards to ontology?

RQ2: How can ontology be used to solve/aid the Semantic Web
mining challenges?

1.4 Motivation
This literature review aims to assist researcher understand how ontologies is
semantic data mining serve as a way to bridge semantic gaps between appli-
cations, data mining algorithms, data, and the resulting data mining outcomes.
The research questions can help computer researchers in the Business Intelli-
gence (BI) field to understand an overview of Semantic Web mining and ontol-
ogy development challenges. Furthermore, in general, data mining is a process
used by companies to transform data into useful insights. By using the results
from ontology-based Semantic Web mining, businesses have the potential to
acquire further insights to their clients further enabling them to create better
marketing goals, boost sales, and reduce costs. Moreover, as the Semantic
Web is still in development, this review will help guide business researchers
in building knowledge in the field of Semantic data mining before web 3.0 be-
comes mainstream. These questions can also aid researchers understand recent
developments with semantic web mining and how ontology development has
influenced semantic web mining tasks. Finally, this literature review provides
the interpretation of existing literature considering updated developments in
Semantic Web mining to help with establishing consistency in knowledge of
relevancy for existing materials.

1.5 Objectives
Objectives of this literature review are listed in Table 1.1

O1 Gather information on Semantic Web mining practices and on-
tologies.

O2 Determine recent challenges in the field of Semantic Web min-
ing and recent work to answer the challenges.

O3 Analyze results with respect to methodology and research
questions.

Table 1.1: List of literature review objectives
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1.6 Scope/Limitation
The concept of the Semantic Web is very broad and contains various distinctive
layers of architecture which are displayed in Figure 1.1. To better narrow the
scope, this literature review will focus on the ontology-based challenges and
the recent solutions to the respective challenges. This paper aims to target
the unique challenges that Semantic Web mining faces when ontologies are
involved instead of targeting the entire semantic architecture.

This paper is limited by the complete reliance on previously published re-
search and the availability of these studies using the method outlined in the
search methodology.

1.7 Target group
The target group for this literature review are Business Intelligence groups in-
terested in mining outcomes for ontology based Semantic Web data mining
processes. Also, this literature review targets computer science researchers
who are interested in discovering how ontology mining tasks can be used to
overcome Semantic mining hurdles.

1.8 Outline
This report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the methodologi-
cal framework, research methods, its validity, and ethical concerns. Chapter
3 dives into a full theoretical background and discusses the ontological chal-
lenges of Semantic data mining and related concepts to better understand gen-
eral Semantic concepts. Chapter 4 contains the results which showcase the
results accumulated from analyzing various research articles. Chapter 5 ana-
lyzes the research gathered in the review and makes assumptions based on its
impact to answer the research questions. Chapter 6 discusses the meaning, im-
portance, and relevance of the results. Chapter 7 concludes the literature with
a summary of research, and a discussion of future work.
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2 Method
This literature review will attempt to answer my research questions: what are
recent challenges in Semantic Web mining with regards to ontology and how
can ontology be used to solve/aid the Semantic Web mining, by utilizing a
systematic literature review (SLR). A systematic literature review serves as
a method to identify, assess, and interpret all existing research pertinent to
a specific subject area or research question. The systematic review process
developed was iterative in nature and closely follows Figure 2.1 excluding step
14. Meta analysis.

Figure 2.1: Systematic review process [10]

A study review protocol was developed for this paper to provide a clear
and concise structure that is iterative in nature. This was done so the resulting
literature that passes the processing checks are adequate for this literature re-
view. In the preparation phase of the methodology the research questions are
formulated which help guide the database search of Semantic Reviews (SR)
that answer the same questions. Finding similar SRs allows for the basis of
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protocol development by providing insight into the topic along with valuable
syntax and jargon. Next, the protocol can be developed by utilizing informa-
tion gathered from previous SRs. The research protocol developed includes
the scope, search strategy, and the presentation/organization of results. More-
over, the retrieval phase queries articles based on the search strategy developed
in the protocol, additional articles are also gathered by utilizing the snowball
effect which utilizes articles found via references. Articles that are found in
the search phase reach the appraisal phase where the abstract and introduction
is screened for relevance followed by the full text if relevancy is achieved. Fi-
nally, in the synthesis phase data in the form of literary information is extracted
as specified in the protocol. The data is then compiled and summarized to an-
swer the defined research questions which will then be organized in the final
phase, the literature review write up.

2.1 Research methods
This search technique, including the databases and search words used, as well
as any inclusion or exclusion criteria applied to the search results, are described
in this section. It also describes the screening procedure, which entails deter-
mining which articles fit the inclusion requirements for the review by assessing
the titles and abstracts of the discovered papers.

Several procedures were followed to ensure a high-quality systematic re-
view of the literature on Semantic Web mining which were carried out utiliz-
ing guidelines loosely derived from Kitchenham [11]. By utilizing a guided
review process this section aims to explain how the research questions will be
answered. To start with, a thorough explanation of the search strategy is pro-
vided, together with information on the databases and search keywords that
were used, as well as any inclusion and exclusion criteria that were used to fil-
ter the search results. The screening procedure is then described, including the
steps taken to eliminate duplicates and determine the relevance of the remain-
ing articles based on their titles and abstracts. After reviewing the complete
texts of pertinent publications, data is then extracted and categorized. Using
the proper methods, the caliber of the incorporated studies is also evaluated.
Ultimately, to address the research questions, the data is processed and syn-
thesized. The findings are then presented in a straightforward and repeatable
manner.

First, a comprehensive search of peer-reviewed journals, conference pa-
pers, and reports was completed based on a few key terms including Surveys,
Reviews, and Systematic Reviews. Three databases were queried including
the ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, and Google Scholar. Second, the
reference section of each article was searched to find additional research ma-
terials. Third, key technical journals from around the world were searched
independently which included the following publications: Springer Link, Jour-
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nal of Web Semantics, International Journal of Computers and Applications,
SCIRP Journal of Computer Science and Communication, International Jour-
nal of Emerging Trends and Technology in Computer Science, International
Journal of Engineering and Computer Science, International Journal of Re-
cent Technology and Engineering, International Journal of Intelligent Systems,
Journal of Information Science, and IOSR Journal of Computer Engineering.
The search process uncovered 34 peer reviewed articles published from 2011-
2022.

2.1.1 Research Questions
The purpose of the research questions was to ask questions that provide a
contextual challenge and meaning to the review as well as solutions to said
challenges. The questions were generated by attempting to create a prob-
lem/solution context for the literature review in relation to ontology-based Se-
mantic Web mining research. The questions were surmised into two separate
research questions:

RQ1: What are recent challenges in Semantic Web mining with
regards to ontology?

RQ2: How can ontology be used to solve/aid the Semantic Web
mining challenges?

RQ1 was created to provide a question in the form of a challenge in the
field of Semantic Web which is designed to obtain a clear understanding be-
hind the development of the Semantic Web, as well as a core understanding
of the concept of ontologies. This question also helps provide a problem for
this review in which RQ2 provides a solution. RQ2 is to provide ontological
solutions to Semantic Web mining tasks. This question will break down the
tasks of the web mining process and extrapolate data from primary studies to
provide a clear understanding of how ontology solves mining challenges.

2.1.2 Search Strategy
The main objective of this SLR was to identify as many relevant studies as
possible about ontology-based Semantic Web Mining practices and ontology
development and its corelated challenges. For this purpose, a search strategy
was defined.

The search strategy combines an automatic and manual search approach.
The automatic approach queries the three databases used in this review which
were: Google Scholar, ACM Digital Library, and IEEE Xplore that were uti-
lized to find relevant research articles [12],[13],[14]. Meanwhile, the manual
approach refers to manually searching the databases for journal proceedings or
conference proceedings that may have been missed from the automated search
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approach. This strategy utilizes the following search string for the automatic
approach:

Title:("Semantic Web Mining" OR "Semantic Web Ontology" OR
"Semantic Web Mining challenge" OR "Semantic Web Mining
Ontology") OR Abstract:("Semantic Web Mining" OR "Semantic
Web Ontology" OR "Semantic Web Mining challenge" OR "Se-
mantic Web Mining Ontology")

The search string was developed in an iterative process to find the most rel-
evant articles across all three databases used in a reproducible way. The first
string “Semantic Web Mining” provided many results; however, it lacked the
challenges of Semantic Web mining as well as the background of the ontology
language vocabulary. Therefore, the string was developed further to also in-
clude papers that matched the string queries that follow. The search string also
limits articles related to Semantic Web mining practices between 2011-2022.
The reason for this is to provide a SLR with a focus on recent trends with re-
gards to challenges in Semantic ontology development and Ontology mining
practices.

Often in the retrieval phase, an article containing secondary data was pro-
vided during an automated or manual search approach. These articles were
parsed using the inclusion and exclusion principles, and if they met the crite-
ria then the snowball method was executed which scans the article for related
reference material that contains the primary data to be analyzed.

Due to time and resource constraints the research was constrained to op-
tions available online and free of charge. Most manual and automated search
approaches were performed on google scholar and the chrome plug-in Lean
Library was utilized to gain access to articles from other databases which were
made available due to Linnaeus University’s inter-library loan. Only publica-
tions written in English with available full text were included in this review.
Additional inclusion and exclusions criteria were defined in the protocol to aid
in the following appraisal phase.

2.1.3 Inclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria was developed to apply a filter for the papers that had poten-
tial to be included in this review. This SLR included papers that passed these
following criteria:

• Only studies related to Semantic Web Mining practices that were pub-
lished between the year 2011 to 2022 were approved. This ten-year re-
search period was chosen due to the increasing trend of publishing from
this topic being found in the 2011-2015 date range.
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• The articles must be related to the field of Semantic Web mining that
addresses ontology-based approaches to mining. Also, articles which
provide background and context to the concept of the Semantic Web,
and ontology-based web mining were also included in this study.

• This SLR included articles that provided evidence and assessment meth-
ods of any type to validate their research claims. The validation ap-
proaches could be in the form of simulation analysis, real world exam-
ples or studies that provided opinion oriented, statistical, textual, or qual-
itative evaluations. For example, evidence may be in the form of experi-
mental observations, comparisons, problem and solution, and advantages
and disadvantages.

• Only papers written in the English language.

2.1.4 Exclusion Criteria
Exclusion criteria was developed to filter out papers that deemed invalid or
unrelated based on the following criteria:

• The publication is not a primary study

• The full text of the article was not available for free.

• The publication is not written in English.

• The publication has a publication date prior to the year 2011.

• The article does not relate to the field of Semantic Web mining that ad-
dresses ontology-based approaches to mining or provides background or
context to the research questions.

• Duplicate papers found from separate database queries.

Articles that meet the inclusion criteria were accepted for use in this review,
and articles that met any exclusion criteria were removed from the search list.

2.1.5 Study Selection
The study selection process was designed to identify the relevant studies. This
was achieved by dividing the process into several stages, each stage filtered and
excluded irrelevant papers based on its relevance to the research questions. A
visual representation of the filtering process can be seen in Figure 2.2.

In Figure 2.2 the initial query is used in the following 3 databases: Google
Scholar, ACM, and IEEE Xplore. The query results stage of the process con-
tains all resulting papers from the query search. The sorting of query results
was done by relevance which further reduced the number of publications for
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Figure 2.2: Study selection process.

further review. In the following stages each article was scanned by its title, key-
words, and abstract if deemed necessary by the researcher and articles that did
not relate to the research subject were extracted. The remaining publications
were then further evaluated by scanning the title, abstract, and introduction to
determine if the paper had further relevancy based on the selection criteria and
if they don’t meet the criteria then they are excluded. Finally, if the article is
still deemed relevant a full text analysis was scanned for Semantic Web mining
practices regarding ontology-based methods which resulted in the final set of
articles being excluded. The remaining studies were selected for data extrac-
tion and used in this review.

2.1.6 Data Extraction and Synthesis
The synthesis phase concerns the execution of data extraction and data synthe-
sis from articles that meet the criteria. Data extraction took place in the form of
an annotated bibliography by utilizing a form for data extraction designed ac-
cording to [11]. To gather the relevant information the form for data extraction
is presented in Table 2.1.

2.2 Reliability and Validity
Using the protocol established it should be possible for other researchers to
replicate the work and acquire similar results. Differences in results may occur
due to the manual search approach used in Google Scholar to acquire identical
results.

To mitigate bias that may have been introduced due to the research being
conducted by a single researcher a randomized test was executed. Three arti-
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Topic Description
Title Title of article
Year Published Publication date
Publication Type Conference article / Thesis / Journal
Valid Peer Reviewed (True/False)
Keywords Defined in abstract
Research Type Survey / Case study / Experiment
Primary or Secondary Data type
Challenges Challenge of ontology-based Semantic Web mining
Solutions Solutions to ontology-based Semantic Web mining challenges
Search Strategy Used Automatic / manual approach

Table 2.1: Data extraction form.

cles that passed the final study selection phase were chosen randomly and re-
evaluated by parsing them through the inclusion/exclusion criteria from chapter
2.1.4 and 2.1.3. The test resulted in all three articles being proven relevant for
this review ultimately proving the repeatability of method and reliability of the
review.

The review’s validity is based on its purpose, scope, and audience [15].
The design of this methodology began with purpose by clearly defining and
explaining the creation of the research questions. The questions also gave the
SLR its scope by narrowing the focus of the research on the challenges of
ontology based semantic mining challenges instead of every challenged faced
in the field. The audience will find validity in the review as it utilizes standard
practices of an SLR which was outlined in Chapter 2 and its subsections.

2.3 Ethical Consideration
The articles used in the SLR were all peer reviewed and collected from open
source databases available for public use. Selection bias was mitigated by
adhering to the protection mechanism listed in Kitchenham which utilized a
quasi-randomized trial that randomized articles that passed the selection phase
and parsed them through the exclusion/inclusion criteria for relevance [11].
The primary data studies were examined for possible breaches in ethical stan-
dards in the science community, therefore it is safe to assume that there are no
ethical considerations to consider in this literature review.
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3 Theoretical Background
This section aims to provide an understanding of data mining and ontologies
to describe how they present a challenge to the Semantic Web mining. The
theoretical background will aim to answer RQ1 by describing the elements of
an ontology and data mining to provide a theoretical background which will
support the challenges in Semantic Web mining. Furthermore, ontology-based
mining techniques and tasks will be proposed to answer RQ2.

3.1 Ontology
The most important challenge of Semantic Web is ontology language and its
related aspects [16]. Within the Semantic Web, ontologies play a crucial role
in pushing interoperability and initiating a comprehension between various on-
tological entities. They serve as a fundamental component in addressing the
issue of semantic heterogeneity by facilitating semantic cohesion between di-
verse web apps and services [17]. Ontology can be described as a hierarchical
depiction encompassing classes, sub-classes, properties, and instances [18].

In Semantic Web development the ontology vocabulary is associated with
various languages used in mapping multiple ontologies. During the early phases
of ontology development, XML and RDF were introduced to define the syn-
tax of content and indicate the semantics of data, respectively. Shortly after
the introduction of these initial foundational languages, a more powerful and
well-defined language emerged. The most common ontology language in the
framework for semantic web includes OWL which was developed by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) which is an XML-based language for modeling
and expressing ontologies [19]. OWL became a W3C recommendation in 2004
however later in 2009 OWL 2 which is a more developed version of OWL be-
came the new W3C recommendation [19].

OWL provides machines with a better ability to understand online material
as compared to other XML-based languages like RDF because of the expanded
vocabulary and fundamental formal semantics of description logics (DL). DLs
are logics created especially to represent and make sense of structured knowl-
edge [19]. DLs are recognized as logical theories since they are First-Order
Logic (FOL) decidable fragments.

3.2 Ontology Elements
The ontology is comprised of five main components: concepts, instances, rela-
tions, functions, and axioms [23] where:

• Concepts, also known as classes, serve as the primary formalized ele-
ments within the domain [20]. This concept is represented by a super
class representing a higher class or what can be considered a parent class
accompanied by a subordinate or child class.
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• Instances, also referred to as objects, represent the main entities within
the domain based on the ontology structure [20]. For example, the coun-
try ‘Sweden’ could be an instance of the class ‘Scandinavian countries.’

• Relationships act as connections between concepts, serving to represent
the structure of the ontology, whether it is taxonomic or non-taxonomic
in nature [20]. Relationships, to put it more precisely, describe the link
between one notion from the domain and another from the range. Driv-
ing, for instance, could be understood as the relationship between the
domain concept of "car" and the range concept of "highway" or "road."

• Functions are components created to calculate data derived from other
components [20].

• Axioms are limitations, guidelines, or definitions that control how ontol-
ogy elements relate to one another. The lowest unit of knowledge in an
ontology specifies the necessary logical correspondences and conditions
[20]. In simpler terms, it is used to set limitations on the values assigned
to classes or instances in order to ensure the consistency of the ontology.

3.3 Ontology Structure
An ontology’s structure is typically described using a 5-tuple [21]

5-tuple O: = (C, R, HC , HR, I),

where:

• C stands for a group of ideas that are instances of the ’tdf:Class’ and are
part of the ontology. These ideas are arranged in a hierarchy of subsump-
tions to reflect their hierarchical links HC [21].

• R is a representation of the collection of connections that bind concepts
together. These linkages and associations between concepts in the on-
tology are defined by these relationships, which are examples of the
’rdf:Property’. Ri ε R and Ri → C × C [24].

• HC represents an instance of a binary relation that corresponds to the
’rdf:subClassOf’ identifier is used to represent the hierarchy of concerns.
This relationship establishes the superclass-subclass links as well as the
hierarchical ties between various classes in the ontology. HC ⊆ CXC,
where HC(C1, C2) assumes C1 is a sub-notion C2 [21].

• HR represents a relation to represent the hierarchy of relationships. This
relation displays the ontology’s hierarchical structure by representing the
connections between various relations. HR ⊆ RXR, where HR (R1,
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R2) identifies R1 as a subrelation of R2, which is an instance of the
’rdfs:subPropertyOf’ class. [21].

• I represents the instantiation of concepts within a specific domain. It
serves as an instance of ’rdf:type’ and signifies the classification of enti-
ties as belonging to certain concepts within the ontology [21].

The following examples provides OWL structures for a few simple speci-
fications and properties. However, the examples make use of RDF and RDFS.
RDF is the W3C standard model that is used for describing the metadata and
ontology [22]. It is frequently expressed as a subject, predicate, and object
(SPO) triple structure, where each triple signifies a claim or piece of informa-
tion. By adding vocabularies, taxonomies, and specifying the scope of RDF
classes and properties, RDFS, an extension of RDF, broadens its capabilities
[22]. Owl in that regard is a further extension of both RDF and RDFS that pro-
vides the expressive language for defining ontologies that capture the semantic
of domain knowledge.

• Below is an example of OWL specification given in [18]:

o Football and Basketball are sports.
o Football is not Cricket.
o Football is not Basketball.
o < owl: Class rdf: about = “#Football”>
o <owl: disjointWith rdf: resource “#Cricket”/>
o <owl: disjointWith rdf: resource = #Basketball”/>
o </owl:Class> <owl: Class rdf: ID = “Football”>
o <owl: equivalentClass rdf: resource = “Basketball”/>
o </owl: Class>

• Below is an OWL specification for Property given in [18]:

o Gagan plays football.
o < owl: ObjectProperty rdf: about = “#plays”>
o <rdfs domain rdf: resource = “#Gagan”/>
o <rdfs: range rdf: resource = “#football”/>
o </owl: ObjectProperty>

• Below is an OWL specification for property restriction given in [18]:
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o Basketball is only being played by college students.
o < owl: Class rdf: about = “#”Basketball”>
o <rdfs: subClassOf> <owl: Restriction>
o <owl: onProperty rdf: resource = “#played by”>
o <owl: allValuesFrom rdf: resource = #collegestudents”/>
o </rdfs: subClassOf> </owl: Class>

3.4 Ontology Types
Various approaches exist to express or model the classification of concepts in a
semantic manner. Ontologies and taxonomies are a few ways, with taxonomies
being the study of classifying and arranging words in a hierarchical or tree-
like structure [18]. It is specifically employed to explicitly describe concepts
and the connections between them. Taxonomies and ontologies are similar, but
ontologies show more complex links between ideas and properties. They also
follow specific guidelines that form the framework of a knowledge base. Dif-
ferent kinds of ontologies are distinguished within the ontology community.
While some primarily serve as taxonomies, others go further in modeling the
domain and place more constraints on domain semantics [18]. These distinc-
tions are called lightweight and heavyweight ontologies [18].

• Lightweight Ontology: Concepts and characteristics that characterize
concepts are included in a lightweight ontology, which frequently presents
a hierarchical structure within minor conceptual domains. Google and
Yahoo are two well-known traditional search engines that have examples
of lightweight ontologies [18].

• By including axioms and restrictions, a heavyweight ontology expands
the ideas and characteristics of a lightweight ontology. It considers philo-
sophical ideas in addition to the fundamental hierarchical structure to
create a more intricate and semantically rich representation of the topic.
With a greater understanding of the fundamental ideas and semantics,
heavyweight ontologies precisely define the connections between classes
and subclasses [18].

3.5 Data Mining
This section aims to introduce the concept of data mining and a few data mining
techniques followed by a brief description of web mining and their respected
types.

Data mining, commonly referred to as knowledge discovery from databases
(KDD), is a systematic process that extracts implicit, potentially helpful, or pre-
viously unknown information from huge amounts of data [5]. To begin the data
mining process, data from multiple sources is first obtained; this data is then
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combined to create the target data, which is a consolidated data repository. The
data is pre-processed and changed in order to fit into a specified format. Data
mining methods are then used to extract patterns or rules from the data. The
last phase is to comprehend and produce fresh or worthwhile knowledge data
utilizing these patterns and rules [5]. Data mining is crucial to the advancement
of many industries, but it is particularly significant in the realm of education.
It permits the identification of fascinating patterns and rules inside massive
datasets that were previously unknown through the use of advanced tools like
machine learning algorithms, mathematical models, and statistical methodolo-
gies [23]. There are a few widely used techniques in the field of data mining
such as:

• Association Rules Mining: One of the most effective techniques for de-
tecting frequent patterns and strong rules [24]. This particular mining
technique can be characterized as an algorithm that generates patterns
represented as implications of the form X → Y, where both the an-
tecedent (X) and consequent (Y) are non-empty subsets of items. It is
important to note that X and Y are distinct sets with no shared elements
X ∩ Y= NULL [25]. Based on a variety of factors, association rule min-
ing can be divided into distinct types. The selection criteria for item
sets employed in the rule generating process define one classification.
Both generalized rules and quantified association rules fall within this
category. Another classification, such as horn-like rules, is based on the
cardinality between X and Y [26].

• An established method of data mining that has its roots in machine learn-
ing is classification mining. It entails the assignment of every item in a
data set to predefined classes or groups according to predetermined cri-
teria [27]. Building a model or classifier that predicts categorical labels,
also referred to as class label attributes, is the process of classification. It
works by classifying items in a data set into particular target categories
or classes. [27]. Mathematical methods like decision trees, linear pro-
gramming, and statistical analysis are used in the classification method.

• A technique called clustering mining involves grouping objects accord-
ing to how similar they are [28]. In order to identify relevant and pre-
viously unknown classifications or patterns in data, clustering methods
are used. The process of clustering divides data into groups of related
things, with different objects being placed in separate clusters. A data
object may belong to a single cluster or several clusters, depending on
the selected measure [28].
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3.5.1 Web Mining
The web is a global network of linked files, often known as web pages, that are
stored on web servers. Users can travel between pages and access a variety of
information and resources on the internet because to the papers’ hyperlinked
connections to one another. Web mining is defined as a “quarrying (mining) of
the World Wide Web (WWW) to extract useful knowledge and data about user
query, content, and structure of the web” [29]. The goal of web mining is to
help users find “models” or “patterns” of web page(s) that can be applied on
unstructured, semi-structured, or well-formed data. Web mining can be char-
acterized into three defined parts: Web-Structure Mining, Web-Usage Mining,
and Web-Content Mining.

• Web-Content Mining: The aim of web content mining is to extract use-
ful information or knowledge from the web page in the form of textual
information. It differentiates itself from data mining because the data
is sourced from mainly unorganized data structures while data mining
processes mostly organized data. The web content mined from this type
of mining involves text, data, image, audio, video, metadata, and hyper-
links. The objective of web content mining is to facilitate and enhance
information discovery and pre-processing [30], [31].

• Web-Structure Mining: This type of mining is the method of quarrying
structure information on the hyperlink structure of Web and used to im-
prove the structure of web pages. It can be used to classify the web pages
and find similarities and associations between dissimilar websites. In
general, while Web-Content mining tries to find the intra-content struc-
ture (structure within a document) Web-Structure mining attempts to un-
veil the inter-document structure (structure within the web itself)[31].

• Web-Usage Mining: Is the collection of requests made by users to a
particular website which is stored on Web server logs. This mining ap-
proach functions by extracting pertinent information from a server log,
which may include user history, browser logs, user profiles, registration
data, user sessions, cookies, web usage behavior, user queries, bookmark
data, mouse clicks, scrolls, and more. The process of web usage mining
can be divided into three distinct tasks: preprocessing, pattern discovery,
and pattern analysis [29], [32].

3.6 Semantic Web Mining: Challenges (RQ1)
There exist several challenges in Semantic Web mining, however this review
aims to focus on the ontological based issues that arise when researchers study
various techniques to mine Semantic Web data. Reviewing various literature
has unveiled challenges when applying Semantic Web mining.
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Reference [26] states that the main issue in mining Semantic Web data is
determining relevant transactions and items from semi-structured data which
is caused by a few issues. One of the challenges is that traditional data min-
ing techniques are designed to work with homogeneous data sets composed
of transactions, where each transaction is represented by a subset of objects.
On the other hand, ontology axioms that describe the conceptual domain are
found in a repository of semantic annotations written in the OWL language.
Assertions that are semantic annotations create associations between objects
by employing characteristics that are consistent with the ontology [26]. Rep-
resenting those assertions are typically through SPO triples. In this instance
the identification of transactions and items increases in complexity and sig-
nificance as the items may correlate with either literals or instances. Another
concern arises from the fact that OWL is comprised of description logics (DLs),
which are logics specifically designed to represent and reason about structured
knowledge [19]. Thus, instances belonging to the same OWL class may exhibit
diverse structures, resulting in issues related to structural heterogeneity [26].

Reference [33] emphasizes that an issue of the Semantic Web ontology
structure happens when a traditional decision tree algorithm is applied which
makes it difficult to use the semantics of the ontology. Due to the character-
istics of the Semantic Web ontology, data used in decision trees are separated
into classes, and these classes are related to each other in various ways like a
subclass and property relationships [33]. Furthermore, when using this min-
ing algorithm, complexity develops because semantic data’s ontology network
structure permits an infinite number of properties to describe a resource.

The work done in [34] mines RDF on a statement level based on the SPO
view of RDF data. Any of the portions of an RDF statement can be chosen as
the focus for mining by using the context of the statement as a grouping crite-
rion. Non-frequent subjects were found to be difficult to mine when using RDF
data, according to the study. Each subject appears as often as the predicates that
determine its value. Similarly, there are roughly 100 times more distinct objects
than predicates [34]. This could lead to a reduction in the support threshold of
the overall mining process thus producing a substantial number of irrelevant
patterns.

3.6.1 Ontology Challenges
Since ontologies can be considered the core of Semantic Web mining tasks,
the most important challenge of the Semantic Web is ontology and its related
aspects. Ontology design is still in need of improvement and needs to be evalu-
ated in light of actual applications since it serves as the Semantic Web’s knowl-
edge representation language [16]. Thus, some ontology related development
issues that should be addressed such as: ontology matching and ontology inte-
gration.
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• Finding correspondences between semantically related ontology entities
is known as ontology matching [35]. Simply put, the matching proce-
dure seeks to create an alignment A for the ontologies O1 and O2 in
question. The matching challenge therefore entails locating an align-
ment between these ontologies when two ontologies are given, even if
they are simple and each contain just one entity. [36]. However, there
are several challenges that face the development of ontology matching.
One such challenge is the efficiency of matching techniques, because
the execution time of ontology matching uses a significant allocation of
main memory or bandwidth, alongside the consideration of other com-
putational resources such as the CPU [35]. Therefore, the challenge is
to develop a scalable ontology matching reference solution. In ontology
matching, handling background knowledge is another difficulty. Ontolo-
gies are created in a context that incorporates previous knowledge, but
this background knowledge is not always incorporated into the final on-
tology specification, which presents a challenge. Adding context can
bring additional information that enhances memory, but it can also intro-
duce false matches and impair precision, making it difficult to strike a
balance [35].

• Ontology Integration: involves the ability to create a new ontology that
is more comprehensive or appropriate for a particular application which
involves combining or reusing existing ontologies. In order to create a
new ontology that is more comprehensive or general, input ontologies
must be combined or merged [19]. Ontology integration is a special pro-
cess that involves changing one of the input ontologies (known as the
target ontology) while leaving the source ontologies unaltered. Due to
the enormous volume of data involved, integrating ontologies in the con-
text of Big Data is a difficult task. Furthermore, heterogeneity problems
are inevitably brought on by the existence of numerous conflicting, in-
complete, and overlapping ontologies in a given domain. Ontology inte-
gration is still a crucial part of ontology development tasks despite these
difficulties because creating ontologies from scratch takes a lot of time
and money [19].

3.7 Ontology-based Semantic Web Mining (RQ2)
To assist in various data mining tasks, various studies leverage the use of on-
tologies with their formally encoded semantics. This section aims to summa-
rize some important data mining techniques and algorithms to unveil work that
has been done to successfully use ontologies for semantic data mining.
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3.7.1 Ontology-Based Clustering
As mentioned in section 3.5 clustering is data mining technique that organized
members into groups that are similar in some way [28]. The work done in
[37] presents a Website Key Objects (WSKO) extraction technique. The term
"WSKO" refers to components of a website that provide end users with useful
content and formatted information. These components improve the user expe-
rience by offering interesting and pertinent information [37]. Without regard
to an object’s original format, the extraction of WSKO was established as a
fundamental ontology that offered a standardized framework for categorizing
each one. This ontology made it possible to compare objects in pairs without
taking into account their original formats [37]. It was necessary to perform a
preliminary ontology learning step before using the clustering algorithm. The
core ontology used in this study was created using a representation of the web-
site, including all of its web pages, web objects, and web concepts related to
each object [37]. From there, the clustering algorithm compared objects with
their respective concepts and all objects are grouped together according to their
relevance for the end user.

The work done in [38] declares that ontologies can be used to solve text
clustering challenges. Text clustering suffers from polysemy and synonymy
which are terms that map to multiple meanings or the same concept as different
words in a document respectfully [38]. By leveraging ontologies this research
has discovered that it can reduce the number of features needed in text cluster-
ing tasks. Using an information gain measure to determine the contribution of
each cluster-aware noun in a text corpus to clustering allowed a 90% reduction
in the number of features from this approach to capture the main themes of the
text corpus [38].

3.7.2 Ontology-based Association Rule Mining
A method for finding patterns or reliable rules is association rule mining [24].
Work done in [39], a Semantic Web Association Rule Mining (SWARM) strat-
egy is introduced with the goal of producing Semantic Association Rules from
RDF ontology data. The objective is to create a connection between the instance-
level and schema-level to add more semantics to the rules [39]. This method
automatically pre-processes RDF data by generating a 2-tuple semantic item
related to the tuple and generates common behavior sets based on the semantic
items. Finally, the pre-processed information is mined for semantic association
rules by extracting knowledge encoded in the ontology.

A unique strategy for extracting association rules from heterogeneous se-
mantic data repositories defined in RDF(S) and OWL is proposed by the re-
search published in [26]. The technique was created to take advantage of the
ontology’s schema-level knowledge by extracting and combining instances of
interest (features) from a medical repository and turning them into transactions
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[26]. It works by having a user specify the kinds of patterns they are interested
in returning from the repository by extending SPARQL (RDF query language)
with new statements that allow specification of a mining pattern. Then a trans-
action extractor is used to construct transactions according to the users mining
pattern The instance transactions will be generated by computing the composi-
tion triples involved in the mining pattern which are then fed to the association
mining algorithm to produce the rules [26].

3.7.3 Ontology-based Classification
This data mining task aims to categorize each item in a dataset into a predefined
set of classes or groups [27].

Research proposed by Allahyari et al. [40] indicates that text categoriza-
tion can be accomplished by utilizing the semantic correspondences between a
text document’s content and a pertinent area of the ontology. For automatically
categorizing text documents into dynamic topic categories of interest, they sug-
gest an ontology-based solution. The study converted Wikipedia into an RDF
ontology using a modified DBpedial tool which facilitated a better discovery
of named entities in the document. They employ the HITS algorithm [41] to
build a semantic graph comprising interconnected entities. This graph is then
utilized to identify the central entities that play a significant role in the dynamic
topic identification process. Finally, the classification of a document into the
defined ontological context (topics) was based on calculating similarities of the
documents thematical graph to each of the defined contexts [40]

3.7.4 Semantic Decision Tree
As stated in section 3.6, one of the issues faced with semantic web mining re-
garding ontology is the possibility of having an unlimited number of properties
which describe a resource. Research in [36] have developed modified decision
tree called the Semantic Decision Tree (SDT) to overcome these limits. The
SDT starts by setting a target class and a target property, the target class con-
tains target instances while the target property is one of the properties that is a
datatype property whose range type is Boolean. Thus, target instances which
belong to target class have true or false value. The SDT algorithm starts with a
single root node which contains every instance from target class, the learning
process split the root node to move on to find candidate refinements around a
center class [33]. The candidate refinements search process algorithm explores
the ontology after defining a center class to find information on whether the
center class contains subclasses and property values whose domain is the cen-
ter class or not. By adding extra information about the connections between
concepts and the functions of objects within the ontology during the mining
process, which is referred to as named properties in OWL, additional improve-
ments were made. Also, since Semantic Web ontology is too large to select
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variables for decision trees by person, they modified the SDT to select vari-
ables based on relationship information of ontology and statistical basis [33].

3.7.5 Data Mining Ontology
In the field of ontology development there is no universally established data
mining ontology yet. However, there are several ontologies currently in their
developmental, one such noteworthy ontology is Data Mining Optimization
Ontology (DMOP) [45]. DMOP provides a thorough conceptual framework
that makes it easier to analyze various data mining tasks, algorithms, mod-
els, datasets, workflows, and performance metrics. By establishing significant
connections and relationships between these components, it offers a consistent
methodology for data mining analysis. The main goal of this ontology is to
support meta-mining of data mining experiments to extract workflow patterns.

Semantic meta-mining is set apart from traditional meat learning by follow-
ing a few basic properties. The first factor that affects it is the understanding
of the data mining process and its elements, which is reflected in the ontology
and knowledge base for data mining [42]. Finally, it explicitly investigates data
mining algorithms from numerous angles to create a link between the features
of the data and the data mining algorithms and the observed performance of
learned hypotheses [42]. To support meta-mining DMOP hold the detailed tax-
onomy of algorithms used in data mining processes which allow meta-miners
to generalize over algorithms and their properties.
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4 Results
The literature review search was carried out according to the search strategy
explained in chapter 2.1.2 resulting in 113,000 articles. Applying the study
selection in 2.1.5 further filtered the number of articles used in the SLR to 16.
Figure 4.1 displays the steps performed during the study selection process as
well as the number of papers that satisfied the selection criteria. There were 34

Figure 4.1: Publication selection process

total studies selected for the literature review of which 28 were primary studies
that in part solved or provided context to the research questions in section 2.1.1
regarding Semantic Web Mining challenges and solutions. Of those 28 primary
studies, 18 of them were obtained from the automatic search approach while
10 of them were attained from the manual search approach and included in
the SLR. The full list of studies selected for use in the SLR is presented in
Appendix 1.

The research types from the final selection of papers used in the SLR are
presented in Figure 4.2. They consisted of 3 books, 1 Master’s thesis, 3 Techni-
cal Reports, 9 conference papers, and 18 articles. The most common research
methods used in the chosen studies were prototype, case studies, and qualita-
tive studies which is displayed in Figure 4.3.

Studies in this SLR were published between 2011 and 2022, with most
studies from 2011. The spread of studies along the timeline is shown in Figure
4.4. Most studies were published in 2011and 2013, after 2013 there is a clear
decreasing trend in publications in the field of Semantic Web mining. However,
since this SLR collected a small assortment of search results, the results are not
indicative of the overall trend of Semantic Web mining research.

The following concepts were discovered to have an impact on Semantic
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Figure 4.2: Publication Types.

Figure 4.3: Publication Research Methods
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Figure 4.4: Published years of reviewed papers.

Web mining practices. The RDF is found in many papers due to it being the
core of the OWL ontology language which could suggest that most research on
Semantic data mining deals with the concept of RDF tuples. Ontology hetero-
geneity concept suggest that the issue of heterogeneous data held in semantics
of ontologies is of concern to the mining practices researched. Association
Rule mining appears in many studies because there are many ontological chal-
lenges and researched approaches to mine the rules from the Semantic Web
using various algorithms. Clustering and its related Classification practices
concepts present both challenges and solutions to Semantic Web mining by
grouping objects in the same cluster as each other and discovering a model or
function that accurately describes and distinguishes different data classes or
concepts. The number of studies that address these concepts is shown in Table
4.1.

Concept Number of studies
Resource Description Framework (RDF) 25
Ontology heterogeneity 20
Association Rule Mining 15
Clustering Ontology practices 12
Classification Ontology practices 13

Table 4.1: Concepts impacting Semantic Web mining.

Based on keywords of the papers used in this SLR, a word cloud was made
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to represent the main concepts found in research. The word cloud is shown in
Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Keyword and concepts cloud
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5 Analysis
This section provides further context of the research questions defined in Chap-
ter 1 and will serve as an extension of findings provided in sections 3.6 and 3.7
by analyzing the quality of the research reviewed.

5.1 Semantic Web Mining Challenges (RQ1)
There were several challenges identified in the research related to Semantic
Web mining. The distribution of challenges in the primary studies is provided
in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Primary study distribution regarding RQ1

5.1.1 Semantic data mining algorithms
When analyzing the primary studies of mining knowledge from the Semantic
Web, a common challenge of algorithm usage and deployment was apparent.
Traditional data mining techniques were largely created for homogeneous data
sets, which presents a difficulty when using them to mine semantic data [S26].
Thus, most algorithms being tested in the primary studies required adjustment
which causes additional challenges such as lack of automation in the data min-
ing process and erroneous and hidden data results [S2], [S3], [S6], [S7], [S13],
[S14], [S18].

The clustering technique can be used to find and establish a set of founda-
tional classes derived from the data when an ontology is being created without
the assistance of a domain expert. However, the issue with this technique is
that the accompanied algorithm is distance-based which describes clusters by
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enumerating their members or another arbitrary way which ultimately does
not provide useful data for naming the detected clusters [S3]. Furthermore,
data mining has primarily focused on mining instance-level data. However, in
the Semantic Web, knowledge exists at both the instance-level and the schema-
level. Ignoring the schema-level can negatively impact the results of the mining
process [S3], [S6], [S7], [S13], [S15], [S24].

Ontology integration/matching is another such data mining preprocess that
takes two ontologies and merges them into one while preserving the ontologies
coherence and knowledge. Ontology matching and integration can improve
scalability and interoperability in the Semantic Web context. There are a few
systems that can handle multiple ontologies in a single invocation, but the ma-
jority of existing ontology integrating algorithms are only intended to integrate
a pair of ontologies. This is due to the pairwise ontology matching algorithm
gaining more popularity compared to the holistic matching approach [S2].

5.1.2 Knowledge extraction efficiency
Mining the semantic web ontologies provides data scientists with better re-
sults to its respective domain, can provide new acumen from the semantic an-
notations, and solves complex problems from heterogeneous data to improve
results from web mining. Thus another challenge is the need to extract infor-
mation and knowledge efficiently and effectively. Efficiency is a performance
evaluation criterion; therefore, the runtime of semantic web mining algorithms
should be comparable to that of existing algorithms [S26]. To extract knowl-
edge from semantic web data efficiently then a machine learning algorithm is
needed [S14].

One such algorithm is the decision tree which is considered one of the most
popular classification data mining algorithms and has gained popularity for its
efficient performance on large size of data sets and interpretable representation
of the results that are discovered. However, due to the complexities derived
from the heterogeneous nature of semantic web ontologies it is difficult and
inefficient to apply traditional decision tree algorithms and take advantage of
the semantics of the ontology [S3], [S8], [S14], [S18].

5.1.3 Dynamic knowledge-based methods
Yet another challenge is the fact that ontologies are not able to express every-
thing in the real world. Information from an ontology model can represent
only a small portion of a domain competently. Having accurate information
is essential for proper reasoning in computer applications. Thus, the capabil-
ity of the data mining technique is bound to the completeness of the knowl-
edge in the ontology model used in the data mining endeavor. To solve this
problem the ontology must be made dynamic and adjustable without human
intervention. The process of defining domain concepts and their relationships,
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which results in the development of an ontology, is challenging and frequently
calls for the assistance of domain specialists. This job, which demands a high
level of skill, frequently calls for an expert. [S3]. Ontology learning, also
called ‘ontology engineering’, or ‘ontology generation’ is the semi-automatic
creation of ontologies. New technologies such as ANN (Artificial Neural Net-
work) made for web information source detection and CI, which stands for
Computational Intelligence, encompasses a collection of techniques primar-
ily centered around evolutionary computation and Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs). These methods are employed to tackle complex problems and enable
machines to learn and make intelligent decisions and have been implemented to
automatically construct ontologies from the current web. The major drawback
from using these technologies is that they focus on solving problems separately
which is ill equipped to deal with the ambiguity, autonomy, inconsistency, and
uncertainty of the Semantic Web [S27].

In Ontology integration the researchers rely on tools to integrate two on-
tologies, however the current tools for accurate integration results are usually
semi-automated which directly affect the scalability meaning that the tool is
inadequate for large data sets from the semantic web. Additionally, since on-
tology integration tools are typically semi-automated, human intervention is
required to address any problems or redundancies that may come up during or
after the creation of the integrated ontology [S2].

5.1.4 Data Integration
Also, big data comes in a variety of data sources and format, making it diffi-
cult to handle with the standard data-mining techniques. OWL is comprised
of DLs which are knowledge representation formalisms with understood se-
mantics and formalisms. Thus, annotated data will not contain a rigid struc-
ture where the same OWL class may have different structures giving place to
structural heterogeneity issues [S13]. The semi-structured and heterogeneous
nature of Semantic Web data makes it difficult to find relevant transactions
and items when working with it. Utilizing the knowledge that ontologies pro-
vide becomes essential in this situation [S2], [S7], [S13], [S16], [S22]. To
harness their capabilities, ontologies must address the challenge of semantic
heterogeneity by effectively integrating their distributed knowledge. However,
integrating ontologies in big data is considered impossible due to an exten-
sive amount of data sets and their associated complexities. Thus, it is strongly
desired in the field of data mining research [2].

Overcoming semantic heterogeneity problems could be solved by a tech-
nique called ontology matching [S16]. However, the field of ontology matching
has its own challenges that it’s facing with a decrease in research progress in re-
cent years. An ontology matching challenge was established where 3 separate
databases WordNet (lexical English database), DBPedia (collection of things
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tied to the English language) and GTAA (a Dutch thesaurus used to index TV
programs) were involved in matching with 10k, 100k, and 1 million entities
respectively per ontology to be designed and conducted. The issue with this
challenge is the due to many heterogeneous entities from the different domains
must be matched, thus requiring an automated matching tool. However, to test
for ontology matching accuracy, a reference alignment against the automated
results must be created which requires manual building techniques that proved
to be too demanding thus further adding another challenge to the field of ontol-
ogy matching [S16].

5.2 Ontological solutions to web mining (RQ2)
Several solutions were discovered which solved some of the challenges that
affected Semantic Web mining which can be found in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Primary studies regarding RQ2.

5.2.1 Ontology-based clustering
Utilizing clustering techniques, which entail determining similarities among
data objects and grouping them into clusters based on their proximity, is one
potential method for overcoming difficulties in ontological web mining. This
method’s goal is to automatically identify useful classes or categories within a
given dataset without human supervision. A foundational set of classes can be
created using clustering in the absence of a domain expert based on the patterns
seen in the data. It should be noted, though, that some clustering algorithms
rely on distance measurements and might not give the clusters they find explicit
labels or names [S3], [S6], [S9].
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One study develops a method to mine website keywords that define the
search process for a group of users within knowledge discovery databases using
different clustering techniques. Two different clustering techniques Self Orga-
nizing Feature Maps (SOFM) and k-Means, both considered machine learning
clustering algorithms, were to be run on the same data sets to determine if
both techniques returned similar results in the semantic database. The results
proved similar for both algorithms and were further verified by comparing the
algorithm results with a survey taken by a control group of users that were
shown pages containing key objects and recording their receptivity towards it.
The results displayed an 80% match between survey results and the algorithm
results [S18]. Ontologies may be used to reduce the amount of features needed
for a document clustering task, according to another study. It is feasible to por-
tray documents in a more condensed and understandable way by utilizing the
hierarchical structure and semantic links represented in an ontology. By con-
centrating on the most important parts of the data, this decrease in feature space
can result in better efficiency and efficacy in clustering algorithms. Ontologies
can therefore be incorporated into document clustering tasks to improve per-
formance and enable more precise and intelligent analysis of text documents.
For example, by utilizing ontology a set of semantic features for each text was
identified. The features can be used for clustering once they have been found.
This clustering method has the potential to produce clusters that accurately rep-
resent the text’s underlying themes while also drastically reducing the number
of features—often by 90% or more. [S24].

5.2.2 Ontology-based classification
Each item in a data set is divided into preset classes or groups using a ma-
chine learning-based data mining approach. By taking into account a vector
of qualities connected to each item, this classification is accomplished. To
produce predictions about the class labels of things that are not yet visible,
the machine learning algorithm discovers patterns and relationships within the
data. The method assigns items to the relevant class or group by taking use
of their qualities, thereby categorizing and organizing the data. When working
with complex data sets where manual classification may be time-consuming or
unworkable, this method is especially helpful [S3]. Decision tree algorithms
is one of the most popular classification data mining algorithms, which has
gained its popularity due to its efficient performance on large size of data sets
and interpretable representation of results. However, the traditional decision
trees are incapable of handling the complexities and semantics of the Seman-
tic Web. Therefore, an algorithm was proposed in [S14] which can perform
the decision tree algorithm on the semantic web-based ontology. Thus, a solu-
tion was the development of the semantic decision tree which was developed
with some core characteristics such as relationship information that is com-
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posed of object property and class of the ontology should be included, the use
of a description logic-based constructor to expand conditional power, and an
automatic variable selection method to handle the large amount of data from
semantic web ontologies [S14]. An experiment was carried out to test the va-
lidity of the semantic decision tree where researchers applied the algorithm to
predict the heading direction of trains and get the definition of the eastbound
trains. The experiment was only able to identify 2 of the 5 eastbound trains
due to a false value of target property in their algorithm. Furthermore, the
experiment required a purpose-built ontology to represent the trains and the
number of cars each train was pulling. Overall, the experiment proved that
the semantic decision tree required additional ontology refinement for the train
description logic and the algorithm needed additional fine tuning to extract the
correct knowledge inferred in the ontology [S14].

Furthermore, Text documents can now be automatically categorized into
dynamic subjects of interest using ontology-based techniques. These tech-
niques enable quick and precise classification by taking advantage of semantic
similarities between document content and ontology concepts. By utilizing
DBpedia ontology, entities are identified from the text document and a seman-
tic graph was constructed from the set of relations. Documents were classified
by comparing their semantic graphs to determine ontological topics [S24].

5.2.3 Ontology-based association rule mining
In various stages of the mining process, including task design, data understand-
ing, result dissemination, and result interpretation, researchers have developed
association mining tools that incorporate ontologies. [S24]. Yet another so-
lution to RQ1, association rule mining is widely recognized as a fundamental
data mining task and finds applications in various domains [S13].

Further research has been done in mining semantic association rules from
RDF data. By utilizing schema-level knowledge, the unique approach known
as Semantic Web Association Rule Mining (SWARM) which was developed to
embed semantics into rules. SWARM utilizes the rdf:type and rdfs:subClassOf
relations at the schema-level to automate the process of mining semantic as-
sociation rules from RDF-style knowledge sources. This makes it possible to
generate rules that are enhanced with semantic data [S6]. However, Semantic
Web data suffers from the lack of correctness and consistency between entities
at the instance-level. Ontology definition inconsistencies and underlying data
may lead to erroneous data and interpretations.

5.2.4 Data mining ontology aides
Lastly, an important tool developed to support decision-making steps that de-
termine the outcome of data mining processes is the Data Mining OPtimization
Ontology (DMOP) [S22]. One of the most important uses is to inform man-
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ual selection of various entities such as algorithms, parameters, and models.
DMOP can be used by data miners unfamiliar with ontology tools as well as
experts alike. For the undisciplined data miner DMOP contains a user-friendly
predesigned template to populate areas of the ontology with stable concept and
property definitions. For the data mining experts, they can develop the as-
signed module using their preferred ontology editor and submit it in the form
of an OWL file. After validation, the module becomes an integral part of the
ontology [S22]. However, the downfall with DMOP is when it comes to mod-
eling data. DMOP suffers from relating instances to classes and using classes
as instances, finding, and resolving undesirable deductions caused by prop-
erty chains, representing attributes where the solution is ontology-driven yet
merged with OWLs built in data types to aid their reuse in other applications,
and linking to a foundational ontology. However, most of these issues have
been resolved by utilizing features developed in the OWL 2 ontology resulting
in highly axiomatized and complex ontologies [S22].

A system called SAMBO was created at Linkoping University with the
express purpose of matching and combining biomedical ontologies. It gives
1:1 alignment results for concepts and relations and supports ontologies rep-
resented in OWL format. The system is very user heavy with a user having
to define weighted values to ontologies for the matching to occur, however an
expert in data mining would find the system useful as it checks in with user
validation on the matches for additional feedback in later steps [S16].
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6 Discussion
In this section, I will discuss the findings of my study on the challenges in
Semantic Web mining with regards to ontology, as well as how ontology can
be used to aid in solving these challenges. Through a review of various liter-
ature, I found that there are several issues that arise when researchers attempt
to mine Semantic Web data using ontological-based techniques. I also found
possible solutions through the use of ontological based mining techniques and
applications.

While answering RQ1 several recent challenges were identified in the re-
search papers that met the search methodology. I noticed that one of the main
challenges identified in the literature is the difficulty in determining relevant
transactions and items from semi-structured data. This is due to the fact that
Semantic Web data is heterogeneous and calls for specific methods, whereas
traditional data mining algorithms are made for homogenous datasets [26].
However, a solution with regards to RQ2 exists as ontology axioms define the
conceptual domain in a repository of semantic annotations written in the OWL
language, and semantic annotations are expressed as assertions that are consis-
tent with the ontology. This makes the identification of transactions and items
more complex and significant, as the items may correlate with either literals or
instances [26].

Another challenge that I identified from the literature is the issue of struc-
tural heterogeneity, which arises from the fact that instances from the same
OWL class may have various structures. This posed a problem when traditional
decision tree algorithms were applied, as the ontology’s semantics cannot be
utilized effectively [33]. The complexity of the network structure of ontolo-
gies in the semantic data, which may have an unlimited number of properties
describing a resource, only adds to the challenge. One ontological solution
was an algorithm proposed in [33] which can perform the decision tree algo-
rithm on the semantic web-based ontology. I believe that this recent solution is
beneficial because it allows for automatic variable selection to handle the large
heterogeneous data from semantic web ontologies.

I found that ontology and its related aspects are considered the core of Se-
mantic Web mining tasks and they contain some important challenges to the
research of Semantic Web mining. In particular, ontology matching and on-
tology integration are two ontology-related development issues that I propose
need more attention in future research. I also found that ontology matching
faces several challenges, such as the efficiency of matching techniques, match-
ing with background knowledge, and others [35]. Ontology integration, on the
other hand, involves the process of reusing or unifying existing ontologies to
build a new, more general or more complete one that can be used by input
ontologies that were integrated or merged [19].

Despite these challenges I have exposed, there are various data mining tech-
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niques and algorithms that leverage the use of ontologies with their formally
encoded semantics to assist in various data mining tasks. For instance, the
study in [17] proposed a novel approach for ontology-based association rule
mining, while the work in [18] presented a framework for discovering patterns
in RDF data that incorporates the semantics of the ontologies. These and other
studies show the potential of ontology-based techniques in addressing the chal-
lenges of Semantic Web mining (RQ2).

In conducting this SLR one of my main concerns were my experience lim-
itations, as I have never completed a project of such complexity before. Also,
another problem I faced was that the many descriptive details of machine learn-
ing algorithms were omitted due to the complexities of the theories that were
used to develop them which forced me to research a large amount of materials
and articles that fell outside the scope of the research questions. Furthermore, I
omitted data mining techniques that did not capitalize on the use of ontologies
in the mining stages in order to align the goals of this literature review with the
research questions. Resulting in limiting the scope of this literature review to
ontology-based challenges and solutions.

To conclude my discussion, my study has identified several challenges in
Semantic Web mining with regards to ontology and discussed how ontology
can be used to aid in solving these challenges. The findings of my study are in
line with related work in the literature, which have identified similar challenges
and proposed various solutions to address them. However, a challenge still
remains due to the rapidly evolving field and a growing number of new research
articles.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
The objective of this literature review was to identify ongoing and current chal-
lenges in semantic web mining with regards to ontological approaches, and to
provide recent solutions that tackle these challenges (RQ1 and RQ2 respec-
tively). Through a systematic literature review, I have gained insight into the
field of semantic web mining, which in turn has allowed me to evaluate re-
search gaps within the data mining community, by analyzing challenges and
solutions within the field.

To answer research question 1: What are recent challenges in Semantic
Web mining with regards to ontology? In my research I found the following
recent challenges within the field of semantic web mining: Data mining algo-
rithms, knowledge extraction efficiency, dynamic knowledge based methods,
and data integration. For example, data mining algorithms struggle to handle
the rich semantic information contained in ontologies, making it difficult to
extract useful knowledge. Knowledge extraction efficiency is also a challenge,
as traditional data mining algorithms may not effectively leverage the seman-
tic relationships between concepts in the ontology. Dynamic knowledge-based
methods, which incorporate feedback from users and other sources of infor-
mation, can improve the accuracy and relevance of extracted knowledge. Data
integration poses yet another challenge, as data from multiple sources with dif-
ferent ontologies and schemas must be combined. To address these challenges,
I propose that new algorithms and techniques are needed that can effectively
leverage the semantic information in ontologies and improve the efficiency and
accuracy of knowledge extraction and data integration.

The research indicates that automated ways to extract data and variables
from semantic ontologies are helping data mining experts to answer research
question 2: How can ontology be used to solve/aid the Semantic Web mining
challenges? This literature review uncovered several solutions to the current
challenges in semantic web mining. For example, ontological clustering, onto-
logical classification, ontological association rule mining, and ontological data
mining aides. Ontological clustering is a technique for ontological automa-
tion, which helps aid the challenge of data integration by finding similarities
in data objects and placing the most similar ones into a common ontologi-
cal cluster. Furthermore, techniques for ontological classification are used to
pinpoint the fundamental elements of the semantic web and make it easier to
pinpoint dynamic subjects. For example, a Semantic Decision Tree algorithm
was developed so that it could handle the rich semantic information contained
in ontologies, which solves the challenge of data mining algorithm shortfalls
and knowledge extraction efficiencies thanks to its improved performance on
large data sets. Moreover, ontological association rule mining solves the issue
of tying instance-level data to schema level in order to attach additional seman-
tics to pattern finding rules. This solution helps to answer the issue of dynamic
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knowledge based methods by taking advantage of rdf-types and rdfs-subclass
relations to generate semantically enriched mining rules. Applying these onto-
logical techniques allows the semantic web to be mined by special algorithms,
which allows researchers and data miners to overcome the recent challenges of
Semantic Web mining.

Further research could be performed on the advancements of machine learn-
ing algorithms and how they are progressing the field of data mining, as well
as how they are currently being adapted to extract knowledge from semantic
ontologies and knowledge bases. Additionally, more research could be done
to determine what steps are being taken to further automate the various steps
of the data mining process, allowing for greater accessibility to the field of
data mining for non-domain experts. Lastly, it is important to note that new
challenges to the field of semantic data mining are ever-evolving due to rapid
development of this niche field.

In summary, this literature review has outlined the ontology-related obsta-
cles that occur in semantic web mining, as well as the solutions that have been
proposed. Future research points to continued improvements in automated
methods for extracting data from semantic ontologies as the field advances,
as well as the creation of fresh approaches to problems brought on by het-
erogeneity and the semi-automated preprocessing steps in the mining process.
Therefore, in order to close research gaps within the data mining community,
researchers and data scientists need to address future challenges in order to
fully exploit the potential of Semantic Web mining.
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A Appendix

The appendix holds tables with keywords and definitions as well a a reference
list for primary studies in the SLR.

Keyword Definition Ref.
URI Responsible for identi-

fying and encoding re-
sources and its identifi-
cation.

[5]

XML, NS, XML
schema

Separates data content,
structure, and perfor-
mance format based on
linguistics and repre-
sents them in a standard
format language.

[43]

RDF and RDF schema Provides a common
language for storing
resources on the web
using their own domain
vocabularies.

[5]

Ontology vocabulary Reveals semantics
among information by
defining the knowl-
edge shared and the
semantic relations
within different types
of information.

[44]

Logic Row 5, Handles logi-
cal reasoning by pro-
viding axioms and in-
ference principles.

[5]

Proof, Trust Provides security to
the web by using
encryption and digital
signature mechanisms
to identify changes in
documents.

[5]

Table A: Semantic Web Keywords
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# Title Author Year Ref.
S1 Ontology Engineering and Development Aspects: A Survey Yadav, Narula, Duhan, Jain 2016 [21]
S2 Ontology Integration: Approaches and Challenging Issues Osman, Yahia, Diallo 2021 [22]
S3 Ontology Building Using Data Mining Techniques Gorskis, Chizhov 2012 [24]
S4 Deep analysis for development of RDF, RDFS and OWL ontologies with protege Khan, Kumar 2014 [25]
S5 Secure and Intelligent Decision Making in Semantic web mining Ankita, Ilyas, Verma Bhupendra 2011 [26]
S6 Mining Semantic association rules from RDF data Barati, Bai, Liu 2017 [27]
S7 Improving RDF Data Through Association Rule Mining Abedjan, Naumann 2013 [28]
S8 A Study on Classification Techniques in Data Mining Kesavaraj, Sukumaran 2013 [29]
S9 Clustering Techniques in Data Mining: A Comparison Garima, Gulati, Singh 2015 [30]
S10 Semantic Web Mining: Issues and Challenges Singh, Kumar, Yadav 2016 [31]
S11 Web Content Mining Dinuca, Ciobanu 2012 [32]
S12 A study on Web Structure Mining Kumar, Singh 2017 [33]
S13 Finding Association rules in semantic web data Nebot, Berlanga 2012 [35]
S14 Development of semantic decision tree Jeon, Kim 2011 [36]
S15 Context and target configurations for mining RDF data Abedjan, Naumann 2011 [37]
S16 Ontology Matching: State of the Art and Future Challenges Shvaiko, Euzenat 2013 [38]
S17 Ontology Matching Shvaiko 2014 [39]
S18 Extracting significant Website Key Objects: A Semantic Web mining approach Velasquez, Dujovne, L’Huillier 2011 [40]
S19 On ontology-driven document clustering using core semantic features Fodeh, Punch, Tan 2011 [41]
S20 SWARM: An approach for Mining Semantic Association Rules from Semantic Web Data Barati, Bai, Liu 2016 [42]
S21 Ontology-based Text Classification into Dynamically Defined Topics Allahyari, Kochut, Janik 2014 [43]
S22 The Data Mining Optimization Ontology Keet, Lawrynowicz, d’Amato, Kalousis, Nguyen, Palma, Stevens, Hilario 2015 [45]
S23 Using Ontologies in Semantic Data Mining with SEGS and g-SEGS Lavrac, Vavetic, Soldatova, Trajkovski, Novak 2011 [12]
S24 Semantic data mining: A survey of ontology-based approaches Dou, Wang, Lio 2015 [[45]]
S25 A survey of Semantic based Solutions to Web Mining Sridevi, Umarani 2013 [10]
S26 A State-of-the-Art Survey on Semantic Web Mining Quboa, Saraee 2012 [5]
S27 Present and future of semantic web technologies: a research statement Patel 2018 [4]
S28 A novel semantic web browser for user centric information retrieval: PERSON Aksac, Ozturk, Dogdu 2012 [3]
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